Abstract. We present a uniform approach for proving the polynomial time decidability of various simulation and equivalence relations fornite state processes. Our approach involves e cient reductions to the satis ability problem for Horn formulas. It applies directly and naturally to most of the simulation preorders and equivalence relations, studied in the literature. Here we illustrate our methodology by deriving e cient algorithms for a number of such relations. For some of these relations, we present polynomial time algorithms for the rst time in the literature. We also present a HORNSAT based interpretation of the existing bottom-up algorithm for bisimulation equivalence KS90] to provide a better understanding of such bottom-up partition based methods KS90, PT87] . Corollaries of our results include an NC algorithm for bisimulation equivalence for deterministic transition system (posed as an open problem in GHR95]), an easy algorithm for computing simulations on nite graphs HHK95] etc.
1. Introduction 1.1. Motivation and Results. Di erent simulation preorders and equivalence relations between processes have been widely considered in various approaches to concurrency and automatic veri cation Par81, Mil89, Hoa84, vG90, GV92] . For example, such relations are used to establish the correctness of system implementations with respect to their speci cations. Thus, bisimulation equivalence is used in CCS Mil80, Mil89] to identify processes which are equivalent under a particular semantic notion Par81, Mil89] . Also these relations have been used to establish safety properties LV91] . Extensive discussion on these relations appears in vG90]. Motivated by the importance of these relations in automated veri cation, several researchers have studied the complexity of decision procedures for these relations KS90, HT94, ABGS91, BP94, SHRS96].
In this paper we present a uniform technique to reduce e ciently several such decision problems to the satis ability problem for Horn formulas. Our technique applies to a number of simulation preorders and equivalence relations including most such relations formalized in the literature vG90].
Here, we use this generic methodology to prove the polynomial time decidability of the following equivalence relations on processes:
1. Strong LV91] In our methodology we reduce these decision problems to the satis ability problem for weakly negative Horn formulas Sch78] and we call this problem as the NHORNSAT problem. Since there are linear time algorithms for NHORNSAT problem DG84, AI91] (see Appendix B), this shows that all these equivalences are decidable in polynomial time. The rst three of these equivalences have been shown to be polynomial time decidable in KS90, HT94, BP94] . The fourth equivalence considered here can be easily shown to be polynomial time decidable from the results in HT94, BP94] . Here we show that the 2-nested simulation equivalence and k?nested simulation equivalence for any k can be shown to be polynomial time decidable in our framework. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other algorithm for 2-nested or k?nested simulation relation in the literature. The last two equivalences mentioned above are based on two simulation relations in LV91]. In SHRS96] we announced their polynomial time decidability for the rst time in the literature. Here, we present detailed algorithms for these two simulation relations, together with their correctness proofs.
With a few exceptions (e.g., FM91]), in most earlier works (e.g., KS90 , PT87, HT94, BP94]), the algorithms for deciding process equivalences are HORNSAT BASED METHODOLOGY FOR SIMULATION RELATIONS   3 bottom-up and global KS90, PT87, HT94] . These algorithms construct all pairs of states that are related by the equivalence relation using a partition re nement type strategy KS90] . Here, we show how to interpret these bottom-up methods as solving the satis ability problem for Horn formulas using the algorithm in KS90] as an illustrative example. This gives a better understanding of the partition re nement based procedures for establishing equivalences between nite state processes. As a corollary of this we obtain an e cient algorithm for computing simulation relation on nite graphs as de ned in HHK95]. We get an O(m 2 ) algorithm for computing simulation relations on a graph with m edges and n vertices. The algorithm in HHK95] is more e cient, with a time complexity of O(mn), but is quite complex because of its complex data structures for achieving this e ciency. Our algorithm is more direct and simple. Moreover, our algorithm is incremental, in the sense that we can handle dynamic graphs with possibility of deletion and addition of edges and vertices. Moreover, if we need to know if two particular vertices are related, our algorithm will not need to explore all the pairs. Our algorithm will explore only that part of the graph which seems absolutely necessary to explore. Hence we present an e cient, local and incremental algorithm for the problem in HHK95] as a corollary of our results.
Another corollary of our reduction technique shows directly that for deterministic transition systems, the bisimulation equivalence problem has an NC algorithm. This resolves an open problem in GHR95] . Since all other equivalences between bisimulation and trace equivalence coincide for deterministic transition systems, our result also shows that all such equivalences are in NC for deterministic transition systems. 2 .
In SHR96], we developed a HORNSAT based approach to e cient model checking which has a number of other advantages. It easily follows that those advantages are also obtained in our HORNSAT based methodology for checking various equivalences and simulation relations between nite state processes.
In CS91] it was shown that many of the important process equivalences can be reduced to model checking problems and hence any advantages that the corresponding model checking algorithm provides also carry over to the process equivalence and preorder algorithms based on those reductions. However, here we point out that we do not need to go through the model checking algorithms to obtain the e cient algorithms for simulation preorders and equivalences. However, since our model checking methodology is also based on e cient reductions to HORNSAT problem we obtain all the advantages described in SHR96, SHR95] , for the algorithms discussed here as well.
Our algorithms are on the y which means that we do not need the whole transition systems to be constructed in memory before our algorithms can be applied. The only other on the y algorithm for some process equivalences (e.g., bisimulation equivalence) appears in FM91] . However, our methodology naturally yields such an algorithm and our algorithm has worst case time complexity O(m 1 m 2 ) where m i is the size of the transition relation of transition system T i (i = 1; 2), whereas the algorithm in FM91] has a worst case time complexity of O((n 1 n 2 ) 2 ) where n i is the number of states in transition system T i (i = 1; 2). As a result, for sparse transition systems our algorithm is much better. Moreover, since our algorithm is local and it rarely achieves the worst case time complexity.
A veri cation algorithm is local Lar92, SW91] if the algorithm does not explore the whole state space unless it is necessary to do so. So a local algorithm explores only those states which are absolutely necessary to explore to decide the problem. It is easy to see that most of our algorithms presented here are local unlike the global algorithms based on bottom-up partition re nement.
Our algorithms are incremental as well, because, if the given transition systems are changed by adding or deleting transitions or states, the algorithms can maintain the results computed earlier and decide the equivalence of the changed systems with a minimal amount of work. The changes in transitions amounts to changes in clauses in the NHORNSAT instance. The HORNSAT algorithms we use being incremental AI91], it takes O(q) amortized time to maintain the satis ability where q is the size of the changes in clauses. In SS94, SHR96] incremental algorithms for model checking were presented. From our results here, it is easily seen that our methodology naturally gives incremental algorithm for behavioral equivalence checking problem.
In SHR96] we also show how to compute diagnostic information without any overhead in the asymptotic complexity for the prebisimulation problem. It is easy to see that we can apply the same technique for the class of algorithms obtained here to compute diagnostic information in each case. By diagnostic information we mean the following. If two transition systems are decided to be inequivalent or not in the preorder relation, then we want to know some information as to why they are not related. Diagnostic information is typically a logical formula which one system satis es and the other does not. Moreover, it is a formula in the characteristic logic of that relation Wal88, CC92, SHR96]. KS90 ] starts with all possibilities and then computes (in a bottom up fashion) the maximal bisimulation or the bisimulation congruence.
In contrast, given a type of simulation relation, our method entails a top-down construction of a CNF formula f as follows:
1. The variables in the formula f are X p;q where p and q are states in the two transition systems.
2. The clauses in the formula f are of the following three types.
(a) A single positive literal X p;q . When we want (p; q) to be in the simulation relation we construct this type of clause.
(b) A single negated literal X p;q . Such a clause is constructed when (p; q) cannot be in any simulation relation of the given type. (c) Implication clauses of the form X p;q ) W i;j X i;j . A clause of this form is constructed when for (p; q) to be in the simulation relation, one of the (i; j)'s must also be in the simulation relation. Depending on the properties of the relation under consideration, we create the CNF formulas. For some relations, we consider all pairs of states (e.g. backward simulation) and in other cases we consider only simultaneously reachable 3 pairs of states. The e ectiveness of the reduction relies on the property that if we generate a clause of the form X s;t , then it is guaranteed that no relation satisfying the properties of that particular relation can contain the pair (s; t). So, the basic idea involves 1. encoding the properties of a relation into a type of CNF formula whose satis ability is polynomial time decidable, and 2. proving that the pair of processes is in the relation if and only if the resulting CNF formula is satis able. Hence the decision problem on the process domain is encoded as a Horn formula satis ability problem which can be solved in polynomial time.
The resulting CNF formulas in our method are called weakly negative AI91] , it is easy to construct an algorithm for NHORNSAT which is incremental or on-line. However, sometimes instead of deciding if two given states are related via a speci c simulation relation, we are interested in computing the relation on a given transition system. For example, we may be interested to know 3 We call a pair of states (p; q) simultaneously reachable if there is a 2 Act such that both p and q are reachable from the respective start states via the action sequence . 4 A weakly negative clause is a clause which contains at most one negative literal. for all pairs of states, if they are related. In such a case, our reduction is slightly di erent. For each pair (p; q), if there is a direct evidence that they could not be related, then we add a clause of the form X p;q . For example, if we are considering bisimulation relation and there is an action a enabled at p but not at q, or vice versa, then we are sure that they cannot be related and hence add a clause of this form. Otherwise, we add conditional clauses encoding the conditions to be satis ed for p; q could be related. This type of reduction creates instances of NHORNSAT which have either single literal (negated) clauses, or conditional clauses of the form x i ! W j x j . We call this subclass of NHORNSAT instances PNHORNSAT. Note that these instances are always satis able by assigning the Boolean value false to every variable. The problem we solve in this case is the maximal-PNHORNSAT. We can show that there is a unique maximal satisfying assignment (see Appendix C) for this type of instances and moreover, the maximal satisfying assignment corresponds to the relation we are computing.
1.3. Organization of the Paper. In the next section we provide the de nitions of transition systems and various simulation and equivalence relations considered in this paper. Some other relevant de nitions also appear in various sections. We also de ne the special form of HORNSAT used here (we call it NHORNSAT). in Section 3. In Section 3 we illustrate our reduction method by describing in detail the reduction of bisimulation equivalence problem to NHORNSAT. The reductions applicable to simulation preorder, ready-simulation and complete simulation are similar. They are brie y discussed in the Section 4. 2-nested simulation and backward simulation are discussed in details in Section 5 and Section 6. In Section 7 we show how to interpret the algorithm for bisimulation equivalence in KS90] as a satis ability problem for Horn formulas. In the same section we show how to obtain an e cient algorithm for computing simulations on nite graphs (dened in HHK95]) in our methodology. In the next section, we show that all equivalences between bisimulation and trace equivalence for deterministic transition systems are in NC. In section 9 we compare our methodology with model checking based uniform methodology for deciding behavioral relations presented in CS91, CH92, BCM + 92, And93, SHR96]. Last section contains concluding remarks. We also have three appendices containing sketches of linear time algorithms for HORNSAT and its variants and proofs of existence of unique minimal and maximal solutions for two variants of HORNSAT. These results have been used in various places throughout the paper.
Transition Systems, Simulations and Equivalences
In this section we brie y discuss transition systems as semantic objects corresponding to CCS or CSP terms. The operational semantics of an abstract programming notation like CSP/CCS has two stages. The rst is a labelled transition system, whose states correspond to the terms of the language and whose transitions are given in the structured operational semantics technique of Plotkin Plo81]. Thus given a term P in the language, the state corresponding to this term is the start state of the transition system corresponding to P. The second stage is an equivalence relation on the transition systems. Two terms P and Q are de ned to have the same operational semantics if their transition systems are in the same equivalence class. We now de ne these concepts more precisely. R is a complete simulation if R is a simulation and for all (s; t) 2 R, init(s) = , init(t) = .
We now de ne the equivalences considered in this paper.
Definition 2.4. Let T 1 = hS; D 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hT; D 2 ; t 1 i be two transition systems. We de ne T 1 to be bisimulation equivalent to T 2 , denoted by T 1 bsim T 2 , i there is a bisimulation R such that (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R.
T 1 is said to be simulated by T 2 , denoted by T 1 sim T 2 , i there is a simulation R such that (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R.
T 1 and T 2 are simulation equivalent, denoted by T 1 sim T 2 , i both T 1 sim T 2 and T 2 sim T 1 .
T 1 is said to be ready-simulated by T 2 , denoted by T 1 rsim T 2 , i there is a ready-simulation R such that (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R.
T 1 and T 2 are ready-simulation equivalent, denoted by T 1 rsim T 2 , i both T 1 rsim T 2 and T 2 rsim T 1 .
T 1 is said to be complete-simulated by T 2 vG90], denoted by T 1 csim T 2 , i there is a complete-simulation R such that (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R.
T 1 and T 2 are complete-simulation equivalent, denoted by T 1 csim T 2 , i both T 1 csim T 2 and T 2 rsim T 1 . If there exists a weak bisimulation from T 1 to T 2 , then we say that they are weak bisimulation equivalent, denoted by T 1 wbsim T 2 .
Next s; t) 2 B))))). We write T 1 B T 2 if there is a backward simulation from T 1 and T 2 . T 1 and T 2 are backward simulation equivalent denoted by T 1 B T 2 i both T 1 B T 2 and T 2 B T 1 Now we consider a generalization of simulation relations.
Definition 2.8. Let T 1 = hS; D 1 ; s 1 iand T 2 = hT; D 2 ; t 1 ibe two nite transition systems. Let a -simulation be a relation from S to T which satis es certain constraints. As in all our previous de nitions, we say T 1 T 2 if there is a -simulation R S T containing (s 1 ; t 1 ). We also de ne -simulation equivalence as T 1 sim T 2 i both T 1 T 2 and T 2 T 1 .
We also de ne a -simulation relation R as a -bisimulation if R ?1 is also a -simulation relation. Suppose for some -simulation relation de ned on the transition systems, T 1 T 2 is shown by constructing a binary relation R from S to T such that R is a -simulation relation containing (s 1 ; t 1 ). Then we say that R is a witness of the -simulation of T 1 by T 2 .
To determine whether two transition systems are -simulation equivalent, we have to solve two decision problems namely, whether T 1 T 2 and whether T 1 T 2 . Suppose existence of -simulation is reducible to NHORNSAT. Then according to our reduction scheme this amounts to solving two NHORNSAT instances independently. However, in order to decide if they are -bisimulation equivalent, we have to solve the conjunction of those two instances of NHORNSAT. However, the conjunction may be unsatis able while each of the two separate instances are satis able. This would imply that -bisimulation is a ner relation than -simulation.
Now we de ne NHORNSAT to which we reduce all our problems. 
Complexity of Bisimulation Equivalence
It is well known that bisimulation equivalence of nite transition systems is decidable in polynomial time KS90]. In KS90] there is an e cient algorithm for this problem with time complexity O(mlogn + n) where n is the number of states in the two transition systems and m is the number of transitions in the transition relations. Their algorithm is a bottom-up re nement taking advantage of Paige and Tarjan's e cient algorithm for relational coarsest partition problem PT87]. Here, we illustrate our methodology by giving an alternative proof of the polynomial decidability of strong bisimulation equivalence, utilizing a polynomial time reduction to the satis ability problem for Horn formulas in order to illustrate our methodology.
Let T 1 = hS; D 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hT; D 2 ; t 1 i be two nite transition systems.
We give a polynomial time algorithm that takes T 1 and T 2 as input and outputs an instance h of NHORNSAT. In instance h the number of variables is jSj jTj and the size of the instance is O(jD 1 j jD 2 j).
The algorithm is given in Figure 1 . Before giving an informal description of the algorithm, we explain some of the functions used in the description of the algorithm.
Let STEP 1 (a; p) = Function V ARS keeps track of the variable occurrences in a newly created conditional clause created by a call to CLAUSE. CLAUSE 0 and V ARS 0 are de ned in a similar manner except that STEP 1 is used instead of STEP 2 . The algorithm constructs an instance h of NHORNSAT such that h is satis able i T 1 and T 2 are bisimulation equivalent. So we start with the single literal clause X s 1 ;t 1 . Then, for each step from s 1 via some action a to some state s, we construct a clause specifying the following. There is some step in T 2 from t 1 via action a to some state t such that (s; t) is in the bisimulation relation which witnesses the bisimulation between T 1 and T 2 .
The constructed NHORNSAT instance h has the property that given any satisfying assignment, if we specify a relation R by saying that (p; q) 2 R i X p;q = 1 in the satisfying assignment and X p;q appears in h, then R witnesses the bisimulation equivalence between T 1 and T 2 . Furthermore, if T 1 bsim T 2 then there exists a witness bisimulation R S T such that, if we specify the truth assignment by saying that X p;q = 1 i (p; q) 2 R, then this truth assignment satis es h.
Before we prove the correctness of the reduction algorithm and prove its polynomial time complexity let us consider the examples in gure 2.
Consider T 1 and T 2 in Fig A. They are not bisimulation equivalent and we shall see that the NHORNSAT instance will not be satis able.
In the example of Figure 2 The sets V and W keep track of all the variables generated and processed respectively. The set C will contain the set of clauses of the NHORNSAT instance. One can easily check that this set of clauses has a satisfying assignment namely X s 1 ;t 1 = X s 2 ;t 2 = X s 2 ;t 3 = X s 3 ;t 4 = X s 3 ;t 5 = X s 3 ;t 6 = 1 and all other variables 0. Thus the witness bisimulation relation from S to T is f(s 1 ; t 1 ); (s 2 ; t 2 ); (s 2 ; t 3 ); (s 3 ; t 4 ); (s 3 ; t 5 ); (s 3 ; t 6 )g. Now that we have explored two examples, we are ready to prove the correctness and polynomial time complexity of this algorithm for reducing bisimulation equivalence of two nite transition systems to NHORNSAT.
The fact that NHORNSAT is linear time solvable DG84] together with the correctness of the polynomial time reduction proves that bisimulation equivalence problem for nite transition systems is in P.
Theorem 3.1. The NHORNSAT instance produced by the algorithm Bisim-NHorn from two nite transition systems has a satisfying assignment i the two input transition systems are bisimulation equivalent.
The following sequence of lemmas will establish this theorem.
Lemma 3.2. If T 1 bsim T 2 and R S T is a witness bisimulation relation then the following conditions hold: for all 2 Act , if s 1 =) p then there exists q 2 T such that t 1 =) q and (p; q) 2 R and if t 1 =) q then there exists p 2 S such that s 1 =) p and (p; q) 2 R. Proof: By induction on the length of . 2.
The following lemma asserts that if X p;q is a clause in the NHORNSAT instance then there is no bisimulation relation that can contain the pair (p; q). eral) appears in the NHORNSAT instance created by the algorithm BisimNHorn, then there is no bisimulation relation R from S to T such that (p; q) 2 R.
Proof: The claim in the above lemma is that no bisimulation relation witnessing the bisimulation equivalence of T 1 and T 2 can have the pair (p; q) in it. Such a clause can be generated either in step 3(d) or in step 3(e) of the algorithm Bisim-NHorn. That Step 2(d) of the algorithm constructs for X p;q , a, and p 0 . Since (p; q) 2 R and R was constructed from the satisfying assignment, we have (X p;q ) = 1.
Consequently, one of the disjuncts in the right{hand side of the conditional clause must be true. Suppose disjunct X p 0 ;q 0 from CLAUSE(p; a; p 0 ; q) is true. Then (q; a; q 0 ) 2 D 2 and X p 0 ;q 0 = 1 which means (p 0 ; q 0 ) 2 R. A similar argument applies to the reverse case of transitions from q. 2.
Lemma 3.5. If T 1 bsim T 2 then the instance of NHORNSAT produced by algorithm Bisim-NHorn is satis able. Proof: Let R be a witness bisimulation. Let be the assignment of truth values to the variables X p;q , given by X p;q = 1 if (p; q) 2 R X p;q = 0 if (p; q) = 2 R.
Since R is a witness bisimulation (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R, and so (X s 1 ;t 1 ) = 1 and thus the single positive literal clause X s 1 ;t 1 is satis ed. The single negated literal clauses of the form X p;q will be satis ed (by lemma 3.3). All other clauses are of the form X p;q ) W i;j X i;j . If (p; q) is not in R then such a clause will be trivially satis ed. But if (p; q) 2 R, then to satisfy such a clause one of the disjuncts on the right hand side must be satis ed. But the disjunct is constructed so that if the corresponding condition for (p; q) being in a bisimulation is true then one of the disjuncts must be true and (p; q) is indeed in a bisimulation. 2.
An examination of Algorithm Bisim-NHorn yields the following: Assuming that all state pairs (p; q) are explored 6 the total size of the NHORNSAT instance will be at most However, as mentioned earlier, our algorithm is on the y because we do not need the transition systems in memory before applying our algorithm. We explore the state pairs which are simultaneously reachable from the start state pair and thus generate the transition system as and when required.
Moreover, since there is an incremental algorithm for NHORNSAT AI91], we obtain an incremental algorithm for bisimulation this way. In SHR96] we also showed how to obtain diagnostic information using this approach, without any additional complexity overhead.
Although the algorithm presented in this section decides bisimulation of transition systems, it could easily be extended to the problem of deciding weak bisimulation or observational equivalence. One has to compute a ?closure of the transition relations which can be done in polynomial time as discussed in KS90] and then apply the same algorithm as discussed here.
4. Complexity of Simulation Equivalence, Forward Simulation, Ready Simulation and Complete Simulation
In the previous section we presented a polynomial time algorithm for deciding bisimulation equivalence of transition systems. This illustrated our uniform technique via reduction to NHORNSAT. The simulation relations discussed in this section are very similar and the same reduction technique works for proving the polynomial time decidability of these relations as well. Hence we do not provide the details of these reductions, but we point out the di erences in all the individual cases. The correctness proofs and complexity analysis are also omitted because they are very similar to the ones in the previous section.
First we consider simulation equivalence and forward simulation together because their de nitions are very similar. In fact, forward simulation decidability can be reduced to simulation decidability exactly in the same way as observational equivalence is reduced to bisimulation equivalence by precomputing the extended transition relation in polynomial time KS90] . Subsequently, we brie y discuss the modi cations needed for ready simulation and complete simulation.
4.1. Simulation and Forward Simulation. Given two nite transition systems T 1 and T 2 , deciding T 1 sim T 2 is decidable in polynomial time HT94 ]. Here we outline how our generic reduction can be used to prove this. To decide T 1 sim T 2 we have to apply the above method twice, once to check whether T 1 sim T 2 and then to check whether T 2 sim T 1 .
The reduction algorithm in this case is very similar to algorithm bisimNHorn except that step 3(e) is omitted. The polynomial time reduction algorithm produces an instance of NHORNSAT which has a satisfying assignment i T 1 sim T 2 . This gives us a polynomial time algorithm to decide if T 1 sim T 2 .
The same method will work for deciding T 1 F T 2 with a small modication. In this case, we have to compute D 2 = f(p; a; p 0 ) j a 2 Act(T 2 )g and 9 2 a such that p =) p 0 g. As proved in KS90] this will take polynomial time. With D 2 as the transition relation of T 2 the same algorithm will work for forward simulation. If (init(s 1 ) 6 = init(t 1 )) then return an unsatis able formula of the form X s 1 ;t 1^X s 1 ;t 1 and terminate. This algorithm produces an instance h of NHORNSAT such that h has a satisfying assignment i T 1 rsim T 2 . Thus to decide, T 1 rsim T 2 , one can use this method twice. Now to get a polynomial time reduction to NHORNSAT 1. Use STEPC in place of STEPR in the de nitions of RCLAUSE and RV ARS. 2. Add a rst step which adds X s 1 ;t 1 as a clause if the extra condition for complete simulation is satis ed. If not, the algorithm terminates producing an unsatis able formula of the form X s 1 ;t 1^X s 1 ;t 1 .
As a result of our brief discussion above we reach the following conclusion.
Theorem 4.1. The problems of deciding simulation, forward simulation, ready simulation and complete simulation equivalences of transitions systems are all polynomial time reducible to the problem of satis ability of Horn formulas. Hence, they are all polynomial time decidable.
In fact, they are decidable in time O(jD 1 j jD 2 j).
The proof is similar in each case to the proof in the previous section. In fact, our methodology lets us design algorithm for each of these relations which has a time complexity of O(jD 1 j jD 2 j).
Polynomial Time Algorithm for 2-nested Simulation Relation
Given a Transition system T = hS; D; zi over Act, where S is the set of states, D S Act S is the transition relation and z is a starting state, any state of T can be thought of as a process. A state p is a process whose transition system is T p = hS; D; pi. So any relation that we de ne over states, can also be thought of as being de ned over processes. So, below, we are going to de ne various binary relations over processes.
First we recall the de nition of simulation relation. We now prove the following fact about 2-nested simulation.
Lemma 5.5. Given two transitions systems T 1 = hS 1 ; ! 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hS 2 ; ! 2 ; s 2 i, the following are equivalent:
1. T 1 is 2-nested simulated by T 2 (i.e., T 1 2 T 2 ) 2. There is a simulation relation R S 1 S 2 , such that (s 1 ; s 2 ) 2 R, and for all (x; y) 2 R; y sim x. Proof: First we prove (1) ) (2). Recall De nition 5.3 and De nition 5.4. T 1 2 T 2 implies that s 1 2 s 2 . That implies that there is a simulation relation R containing (s 1 ; s 2 ) with the property that for any (x; y) 2 R, y sim x because by De nition 5.3 R ( sim ) ?1 .
We now prove that (2) ) (1). By the conditions in 2, there is a simulation relation R that relates s 1 and s 2 and has the property that for each (x; y) 2 R, x sim y and hence y sim x. Consequently, R ( sim ) ?1 . Hence by De nition 5.3 s 1 2 s 2 and thus by De nition 5.4 T 1 is 2-nested simulated by T 2 .
We can generalize the above lemma for k+1-nested (for k 2) simulation as follows.
Lemma 5.6. Given two transitions systems T 1 = hS 1 ; ! 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hS 2 ; ! 2 ; s 2 i, the following are equivalent:
1. T 1 is k + 1?nested simulated by T 2 (i.e., T 1 k+1 T 2 ) 2. There is a simulation relation R S 1 S 2 , such that (s 1 ; s 2 ) 2 R, and for all (x; y) 2 R; y k x.
On the basis of Lemma 5.5 we can now describe how to derive a NHORN-SAT based algorithm for deciding if two transition systems T 1 = hS 1 ; ! 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hS 2 ; ! 2 ; s 2 i are related by the 2-nested simulation relation. From Lemma 5.6 we can derive a similar algorithm for k?nested simulation relation.
As an initial step, the algorithm nds and eliminates unreachable states from each transition system. This can be done in linear time, and ensures that the constructed NHORNSAT instance has size O(j ! 1 j j ! 2 j).
The main idea is as follows. The algorithm performs two reductions. In the rst reduction, we reduce simulation to an NHORNSAT instance.
This rst reduction will take time O(j ! 1 j j ! 2 j) and the will produce an NHORNSAT instance of size O(j ! 1 j j ! 2 j). Let the variables in this NHORNSAT instance be from the set Y = fY p;q jp 2 S 1 ; q 2 S 2 g. The created NHORNSAT instance has the following property. Let the maximal satisfying assignment for this instance be . Then (Y p;q ) = 1 if and only if p sim q (in other words p 1 q). The reduction is similar to that in Algorithm Bisim-NHorn, except for the following. In Step 1, C := and V := fY p;q jp 2 S 1 ; q 2 S 2 g. Also, Step 3(e) is omitted.
In the second reduction, we create another NHORNSAT instance, but this time we use variables from a set of variables X = fX p;q jp 2 S 1 ; q 2 S 2 g, such that X and Y are disjoint. The creation of this new NHORNSAT instance is initiated by adding X s 1 ;s 2 as a clause and adding X s 1 ;s 2 in the set of Variables to be explored. Now, for an unexplored variable X p;q the following steps are taken: For k?nested (k 2) simulation relations, the algorithm uses k phases.
The maximal satisfying assignment in the rst phase will be used to construct the NHORNSAT instance in the second phase, and the maximal satisfying assignment in the (k?1) th phase will be used to construct the NHORN-SAT instance in the k th phase. As a result, the algorithm will require O(k (j ! 1 j j ! 2 j)) time. For a xed k, that is O(j ! 1 j j ! 2 j), for arbitrary k, the time complexity is polynomial in k and the sizes of the transition relations. Since k ?nested for k max(jS 1 j; jS 2 j) coincides with bisimulation equivalence GV92], this complexity is O(max(jS 1 j; jS 2 j) (j ! 1 j j ! 2 j)) time.
Complexity of Backward Simulation
The reduction from a backward simulation instance to NHORNSAT is di erent from the reduction in the previous subsection in a subtle way. These di erences arise because of the following three facts.
1. Backward simulation is a total relation 2. The start state of T 1 can be related only to the start state of T 2 .
3. Backward simulation between two states depends on whether same actions can lead to them from (backward) similar states rather than on what actions are possible from them.
As a result, unlike the other cases, here we have to consider all possible pairs, and the computation of the conditional clauses is slightly di erent from the other cases.
Given T 1 = (S; D 1 ; s 1 ), T 2 = (T; D 2 ; t 1 ) we want to nd if there is a total relation B S T such that B is a backward simulation.
The rst step is to compute D 2 = f(p; a; p 0 ) j 9 2 a ; p =) p 0 ; a 2 Act(T 2 )g. This can be done in polynomial time by the same method as in KS90 ].
Once we have this extended transition relation D 2 , we can apply algorithm BACKNHorn as shown in Figure 3 . BACKNHorn is a polynomial time algorithm that takes T 1 and T 2 as input and outputs an instance of NHORNSAT where the number of variables is nm (where j S j= n and j T j= m). The number of clauses in this NHORNSAT instance will be O(j D 1 jj D 2 j). We now de ne the functions used in the description of the reduction algorithm. Our algorithm constructs an instance h of NHORNSAT such that h is satis able i T 1 B T 2 . So we start with the single literal clause X s 1 ;t 1 . We also add single negative literal clauses X s 1 ;t j for all j 6 = 1 (to satisfy the rst condition of backward simulation).This is done because we do not want any other state in T to be related to s 1 other than t 1 . Since we want the relation to be total we add clauses of the form W t2T X s;t for each s 2 S such that s 6 = s 1 . For each variable X p 0 ;q 0 occurring in h, we add a clause expressing the following requirement. If (p 0 ; q 0 ) 2 B then for each step of the form (p; a; p 0 ) 2 D 1 there must be an extended step in D 2 of the form (q; a; q 0 ) where (p; q) is in the backward simulation relation which witnesses the backward simulation from T 1 to T 2 . Thus if there is a satisfying assignment of h then in that satisfying assignment X p;q = 1 i (p; q) 2 B where B is a particular witness backward simulation from S to T.
To prove that algorithm BACKNHorn produces an instance h of NHORN-SAT such that h is satis able i T 1 B T 2 we begin with the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. If X p;q is a clause in h then there is no backward simulation B S T such that (p; q) 2 B. Proof: There are two ways in which the algorithm BACKNHorn produces clauses of the form X p;q .
Step 1 produces clauses of the form X s 1 ;t j for all t j 6 = t 1 . These pairs (s 1 ; t j ) cannot be in any backward simulation for any t j 6 = t 1 , by the de nition of backward simulation. Proof: Suppose T 1 B T 2 . Then there is a witness backward simulation R S T. We construct a satisfying assignment for h as follows: Let X p;q = 1 i (p; q) 2 R. We claim that this is a satisfying assignment for h. First note that (s 1 ; t 1 ) 2 R by the de nition of T 1 B T 2 . Thus the positive literal clause X s 1 ;t 1 will be satis ed. All clauses of the form X s 1 ;t j will be satis ed because s 1 is related to only t 1 in R. Now consider the implication clauses. If (s i ; t j ) is not in R then the implications where X s i ;t j appear on the right hand side are trivially satis ed. If (s i ; t j ) 2 R, then X s i ;t j = 1 and hence one of the disjuncts on the right hand side should be satis ed in Comment: The sets V and W keep track of all the variables generated and processed respectively. The set C will contain the set of clauses of the NHORNSAT instance.
1. C := fXs 1 ;t 1 g; V := fXs 1 ;t 1 g; W := ;
Comment: The pair (s1; t1) must be in the relation.
Comment: Also, (s1; tj) should not be in the relation for tj 6 = t1.
for all tj 6 = t1 do C fXs 1 ;t j g; V := V fXs 1 ;t j g endfor Comment:
The relation must be total.
2. for each s 2 S ? fs1g do C := C f_t2T Xs;tg; V := V f t2T Xs;tg; Step (c) creates implication clauses to encode the conditions of backward simulation relation. positive literals generated at step 2 of the algorithm will be also satis ed. 2.
Lemma 6.3. If h is satis able then T 1 B T 2 .
Proof: We construct a relation R S T from the satisfying assignment to h as follows: Include (p; q) in R i in the satisfying assignment of h, X p;q = 1. We claim that R is a backward simulation relation. Since X s 1 ;t 1 is a single positive literal clause in h, X s 1 ;t 1 = 1 in any satisfying assignment of h. Further, since X s 1 ;t j are single negated literal clauses in h for all t j 6 = t 1 , (s 1 ; t j ) is not in R for any t j 6 = t 1 . Also the clauses of the form W t2T X s;t generated at step 2 ensure that R is a total relation. Thus relation R satis es the rst condition in the de nition of backward simulation. Now consider the implication clauses in h. They are all satis ed. Now if an implication clause is trivially satis ed because its lefthand side literal X p;q is false (in any NHORNSAT instance, lefthand sides of all implications are positive literals), then the corresponding (p; q) is not in R. However, if X p;q = 1, i.e., (p; q) 2 R, then we must show that the second condition in the de nition of backward simulation is satis ed. However, since X p;q is 1, one of the disjuncts in the right hand side must be satis ed and by the construction of these disjuncts, it follows that the second condition of the de nition is satis ed. 2 Theorem 6.4. Given two transition systems T 1 = hS; D 1 ; s 1 i and T 2 = hT; D 2 ; t 1 i , the instance of NHORNSAT output by Algorithm BACKNHorn is satis able i T 1 B T 2 . Further, algorithm BACKNHorn runs in O(jD 1 j jD 2 j) time and produces an instance of NHORNSAT of size O(jD 1 j jD 2 j). Now by the de nition of backward simulation equivalence, to decide whether T 1 B T 2 we rst decide whether T 1 B T 2 and then decide whether T 2 B T 1 . This amounts to solving two separate instances of the NHORNSAT problem.
A HORNSAT interpretation of the Bottom Up Algorithms and a Corollary
In this section we show how to interpret the existing algorithms for nite state process equivalences which work in a bottom up fashion as a satisability problem for Horn formulas. As a consequence of this perspective, we obtain an e cient and natural algorithm for computing simulations on nite graphs, a problem introduced in HHK95].
First, we interpret the partition re nement based algorithm for bisimulation equivalence presented in KS90] as a HORNSAT problem. In the next subsection we give our algorithm for the problem in HHK95] as applied to nite graphs.
Given a transition system T = hS; D; si, let I = finit(p) j p 2 Sg. Obviously I 2 Act where Act is the set of action symbols including the internal action . Each member of I is a maximal set of actions enabled at some state in S. The bisimulation algorithm based on partition re nement as described in KS90] may be looked described follows:
1. Start with a partition of S, f i g i2I such that j = fq j init(q) = A j^Aj 2 Ig. The proof of the rst part of this theorem follows from the proof of existence of unique minimal satisfying assignment of this type of HORNSAT instances (obtained in this reduction) shown in Appendix C. The proof of the second part is similar to the correctness proof in Section 3.
Note that the HORNSAT interpretation of the bottom up algorithm is less e cient than the direct bottom up algorithm because the partition based algorithm has a very e cient representation. For example if there are n states which are not bisimilar, in the HORNSAT approach we need to represent the information in ? n 2 variables whereas in the partition re nement based case, the relationship between states is represented more succinctly as a partition.
However, we exploit this HORNSAT formulation in the next subsection.
7.1. Computing Simulations on Finite Graphs. In HHK95] the following problem was addressed. HHK95] provides an algorithm for the rst of the following two problems. 1. Problem SFG1: Given a labeled graph, compute the similarity relation (i.e., For every pair of vertices determine if they are similar).
2. Problem SFG2: Given a labeled graph and a pair of vertices u; v, determine if they are similar.
Here we present two algorithms, both based on e cient reduction to NHORNSAT. Since there is a linear time algorithm for NHORNSAT, the time complexity of our algorithms are bounded by the size of the NHORN-SAT instance created. We call the following two algorithms Algorithm SFG1 and SFG2, and they are described in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Each algorithm takes as input a labeled graph G = (V; E; A;
) and outputs an NHORNSAT instance. In the NHORNSAT instances, the variables are from the set X = fX u;v j (u; v) 2 V V g. The NHORNSAT instances created are such that, u S v if and only if in the maximal satisfying assignment of the NHORNSAT instance, X u;v is set to true.
For the rst problem, the NHORNSAT instance is created so that all the variables in X appear in the instance, whereas for the second problem only those X u;v that are necessary appear in the instance. We sketch the correctness proof for Algorithm SFG1; the correctness proof for Algorithm SFG2 is similar.
Let G = (V; E; A; ) be a labeled graph which is input to Algorithm SFG1. Let h be the constructed NHORNSAT instance. The set of variables in h is X = fX u;v j (u; v) 2 V V g Lemma 7.3. The NHORNSAT instance h produced by SFG1 always has a unique maximal satisfying assignment max .
Proof: See Appendix C. Similar arguments can be used to prove the correctness of an algorithm for problem SFG2. This algorithm can be obtained as a composition of the algorithm SFG2 and an on-line algorithm for NHORNSAT. This algorithm for SFG2 has the property that it is local, on the y and incremental.
A Corollary
In this section we show that for deterministic transition systems, our reductions can be done in NC 8 . We also show that for deterministic transition systems , the resulting NHORNSAT instance is always an instance of 2-SAT. It is well known that 2-SAT has an NC-algorithm GHR95].
Combining these two facts, we obtain that bisimulation equivalence for deterministic transition systems is in NC. This solves an open problem posed in GHR95] 9 . We note that for deterministic transition systems, all equivalences between bisimulation equivalence and trace equivalence coincide. Thus all these equivalences are decidable in NC for deterministic transition systems. This implies that it is possible to design fast parallel algorithms for deciding these equivalences when the transition systems are deterministic. In contrast, for nondeterministic transition systems bisimulation equivalence is P-complete ABGS91]. Thus unless P = NC, there is no GHR95] fast parallel algorithm for deciding bisimulation equivalence of nondeterministic transition systems.
The reason why our reduction algorithm is an NC algorithm follows from the fact that for deterministic transition system for each state there is only one transition on a particular action. We take n m k processors (we are not optimizing the number of processors here, which can be done) where n and m are the number of states in the two transition systems and k is the size of the action alphabet. Each processor corresponds to a pair of states and a particular action. Let P a pq be the processor that corresponds to states p of the rst system, state q of the second system and action a. This processor generates a clause of the form X p;q ! X s;t if there is a transition (p; a; s) in the rst transition system and correspondingly there is a transition (q; a; t) in the second system. If there is a transition in one but not in the other then the clause generated is X p;q . If there is no transition on both on the action a then this processor generates the clause True.
It is not di cult to see that each processor takes constant time to generate its clause. Since the system is deterministic these clauses are either single literal or 2-literal clauses and hence the instance of CNF produced will be a 2?SAT instance. It is known as in GHR95] that there is an NC algorithm for 2?SAT and hence by a combination of the NC reduction and an NC algorithm for 2 ?SAT we get an NC algorithm for the bisimulation equivalence of deterministic transition system. Note that our reduction is in NC even for nondeterministic transition systems but for simplicity we only show this for the deterministic case. SHR96] , we showed how to reduce the ?calculus model checking problem to (N)HORNSAT problem. As a result, these form a basis for a uniform approach to deciding various preorders and equivalences for nite state processes. In fact, the results in SHR96] shows that eventually, all preorders and equivalences are reducible to (N)HORNSAT. However, the present paper shows that we could do that more directly rather than two step reductions via model checking. Moreover, by carrying out such a natural and direct reduction we obtain various other advantages.
Before discussing the relative advantages of our methodology as outlined in the previous sections over the methodology from the papers described above, we outline the steps involved in deciding a preorder or equivalence in the methodology emerging from CS91, CH92, And94, SHR96]. To decide a preorder or equivalence R between two transition systems T 1 and T 2 using that methodology, the following steps are carried out.
1 We summarize a few comparative comments to bring out the di erences between our uniform approach and the other uniform approaches, for deciding equivalences between nite state processes below.
1. For particular relations (such as backward and forward simulation), it may be di cult to devise the transformations required in Step 1, Also, this transformations may increase the size of the transition systems, thus introducing larger constants into the overall complexity. In the approach of And93, BCM + 92] only bisimulation, weak bisimulation, ready simulation etc. were encoded in ?calculus. It is not an obvious exercise to extend them to relations such as k?nested simulation. 2. The other approaches do not attempt to reuse any existing e cient data structures or algorithms. Our NHORNSAT based methodology reuses the linear time algorithms for HORNSAT and related data structures and thus relieves the implementor from the obligation of inventing new data structures.
3. Our methodology directly translates into datalog Ull88] because of the nature of the NHORNSAT instances required. 4. By noticing that our reduction can be carried out in NLOGSPACE, we have a memory e cient reduction and since there are online algorithms for solving (N)HORNSAT AI91], we obtain on the y algorithms for preorders and equivalences. 5. Our algorithms are naturally local because they do not involve all pairs of states unless the relation is to be computed for all possible pairs or the relation needs to be a total relation. 6. Our algorithm is also incremental by virtue of the incremental HORN-SAT algorithm of AI91].
7. Finally, the alternative methodology appears to be involved and thus may require a substantial implementation e ort since crucial data structures need to be carefully maintained CS91, CS93, And94].
Another interesting point of our work is the following. It is known that the Hennessy Milner logic without recursion is not expressive enough to express various invariant properties of nite state processes. For example in Lar88] it was noted that without recursion Hennessy Milner logic is capable of describing only a nite part of a system. As a result, it may seem surprising at rst that a simple HORNSAT based method can be used to compute semantic relations between nite state processes. A xpoint computation appears to be essential in computing these relations Wol95] . Even the bottom-up algorithm in KS90] implicitly mimics a xpoint computation in terms of partition re nement. However, our top down method actually has an implicit maximal xpoint computation.
To summarize, the main advantages of our uniform technique are that it seems more direct and natural to encode the preorders and equivalences in to NHORNSAT, it naturally leads to algorithms which have additional advantages of being local, on the y, and incremental with as much e ciency as the other uniform approaches provide. Moreover, it is easy to obtain diagnostic information in this methodology without any extra overhead in the asymptotic complexity SHR96].
Conclusion
We have shown that classical propositional satis ability problems could be used in a very natural way to obtain a methodology for computing various simulation relations on nite state processes. Using our methodology, we obtained e cient polynomial time algorithms for several simulation relations (forward and backward simulation LV91]), 2-nested simulation and k?nested simulation for any k 2 GV92]) for the rst time in the literature. We also obtained new e cient algorithms for a number of other relations for which e cient algorithms have been presented by other researchers also. However, algorithms obtained in our methodology has several advantages including the facts that they are more direct and natural and they are derived through a uniform methodology. Moreover, our topdown algorithms are local and on the y. The satis ability problems we required to solve are variants of HORNSAT and they have linear time and incremental AI91] algorithms. As a result, we obtain incremental algorithms for simulation relations in our methodology.
In SHR96], we have shown that classical propositional satis ability can also be useful in model checking various fragments of ?calculus Koz83] and temporal logics.
As a result, the present work establishes a natural connection between the classical propositional logic and veri cation methodologies based on process theory and various modal logics.
